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Who’s Going Down? How to Get Away with Murder – Season 
2 Episode 3 “It’s Called the Octopus” 

 
 
I have some unsolicited advice1, if you are a lawyer or a law student and you are 
watching legally themed television with a lay person, said lay person will not be 
impressed by your constant need to point out all the legal inaccuracies portrayed in 
the show. This person will, however, tell you to “shut up” and throw a remote control 
at you. You will then inform this individual that they are now liable for a number of 
criminal and tortious offences, a joke which no one will find amusing.  
 
The above scenario is the reason why I binge watched four seasons of How to Get 
Away with Murder2 all by myself. A questionable decision, which I am now justifying by 
writing this scholarly and academic blawg post about the show. 
 
The opening scene of this particular episode features practicing lawyer and criminal 
law professor, Annalise Keating, giving a lecture to her 1L class. Annalise informs her 
students that “sex drives most criminal behaviour. For instance, a husband 
discovering that his wife had an affair is one of the leading causes of murder. We call 
these crimes of passion, and the heat of passion defence is your most valuable tool 
when representing a client you know is guilty”. 
 
																																																								
1	This	is	not	legal	advice.	I	am	a	law	student,	as	such	I	am	not	qualified	to	give	legal	advice.	Nothing	in	this	blawg	
post	constitutes	legal	advice.	(Don’t	sue	me)	
2	How	to	Get	Away	with	Murder,	2014,	Netflix	(Burbank,	Cal:	Disney-ABC).	
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Professor Keating presents the heat of passion defence as though it is a magical “get 
out of jail free” card, but this is not the case in Canada. In Canada, the heat of passion 
defence is formally known as the defence of provocation and it has evolved 
significantly over the years.  
 
The provocation defence is outlined under section 232(2) of the Criminal Code.3 It can 
only be used as a partial defence to murder. As a partial defence, it cannot be used by 
an accused to escape liability, instead it reduces a murder charge to manslaughter.  
 
Prior to 2015, the provocation defence could be used in the context of murder 
anytime a victim’s conduct was sufficient to deprive an ordinary person of the power 
of self-control, if the accused acted suddenly before there was time for his or her 
“passion to cool”. This meant that an individual accused of murder was able to use 
the provocation defence if he or she had acted suddenly after a mere verbal insult 
from the victim.  
 
The provocation defence was often brought forward by men who had killed their 
female romantic partners after the victim had insulted him, or after he found out that 
the victim was unfaithful. For instance, in the case of R v Galgay,4 an accused was able 
to bring forward the provocation defence after killing his girlfriend because 
immediately before the murder she told him she was leaving him, and that he was “no 
good, drank too much and stole”.5 He was unsuccessful in the defence, but it seems 
absurd that he was even able to bring it forward.  
 
The provocation defence was criticized for “promoting male heterosexual violence 
and for its presupposition that ordinary people fly into homicidal rages”.6 In response 
to this, parliament added to section 232(2). Now, a victim’s conduct must not only be 
sufficient to deprive an ordinary person of the power of self-control, but it must also 
“constitute an indictable offence under [the Criminal Code] that is punishable by five 
or more years of imprisonment”.7 This has significantly restricted the instances under 
which provocation can be used. No longer can an accused claim that they were 
provoked by their romantic partner’s verbal insults or unfaithfulness.  Given the 
limited circumstances under which it can be used, the heat of passion defence is far 
from a defence lawyer’s “most valuable tool”, as Annalise had suggested to her 
students.  

																																																								
3	Criminal	Code,	RSC	1985,	C-46,	s.	232(2).	
4	R.	v.	Galgay,	1972	CanLII	590	(ON	CA),	[1972]	2	O.R.	630.	
5	Ibid.		
6	Wayne	Renke,	“Calm	Like	A	Bomb:	An	Assessment	of	the	Partial	Defence	of	Provocation”	(2010)	47:3	Alta	L	Rev	
729	at	729.		
7	Supra	at	note	3.	
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As mentioned above, in addition to teaching criminal law, Keating is also a practicing 
lawyer. In this episode, Keating defends Tanya Randolph, who is charged with 
involuntary manslaughter after a man died of a heart attack whilst having “rough sex” 
with Tanya. This occurred during a group sex party which was hosted by Tanya. If 
this incident had occurred in a Canadian jurisdiction, would Tanya be prosecuted for 
the death of her sexual partner?  
 
When I first watched the episode, I thought the entire case was ridiculous. It seemed 
clear that the death should be rendered accidental. However, upon doing some 
research, I realized that the fact that Tanya was charged might not be as unrealistic as 
I initially thought. According to lawyer, Kristina Dolgin, when an accidental death 
occurs during sex, charges are more likely when the sex is considered unconventional, 
or when sex workers are involved.8 Tanya was involved in the sex industry; she ran a 
business hosting and participating in group sex parties during which individuals 
engaged in unconventional sexual practices. Perhaps Tanya was more vulnerable to 
prosecution due to her occupation, or maybe because she engaged rough sex, which 
could be considered unconventional.  
 
In the Ontario case of R v Boarder9, a woman was charged after her husband died 
during an unconventional sexual practice. Boarder and her husband had been taking 
turns hanging each other during consensual sex. While being hung, Boarder’s husband 
passed out and ended up dying. Boarder was convicted, even though video evidence 
showed that the hanging was consensual (at least until the point when her husband 
passed out). However, it is possible that Boarder’s charge and conviction had less to 
do with the fact that she and her husband were engaging in unconventional sex, and 
more to do with the fact that she was slow to act after he lost consciousness.  
 
Despite the Boarder case and Dolgin’s assertion that sex workers are disproportionately 
targeted for prosecution, I still have trouble believing that Tanya would be charged, 
unless there was evidence that the rough sex was not consensual.   
 
The prosecution did try and present evidence that the rough sex was not consensual. 
However, in reality, their evidence would not have been admissible. This is due to the 
fact that it was bad character evidence. The prosecution had a witness take the stand 
who testified about a prior sexual relationship with Tanya during which he claims she 
choked him. This evidence is adduced to show that Tanya “put her own sexual desires 
																																																								
8	Mark	Hay,	“What	to	Do	if	Your	Partner	Dies	during	Sex”	(18	January	2017)	online:	<	
https://www.vice.com/en_ca/article/ezxene/what-to-do-if-your-partner-dies-during-sex>.	
9	Rebecca	Ring	“Rockwood	woman	gets	conditional	sentence	for	death	of	her	husband”,	newspaper	(24	July	2008)	
at	12.		
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before [her partner’s] safety in the past”, and therefore she likely did the same with 
the deceased in this case. Subject to rare exceptions, which I do not believe would 
apply in this case, bad character evidence is inadmissible during criminal trials. This is 
because such evidence is considered highly prejudicial. A judge or jury may conclude 
based on bad character evidence that the accused is generally a bad person and is 
likely guilty of the present charge. Alternatively, a judge or jury might convict the 
accused of the current charge in order to punish them for past bad acts. Finally, the 
judge or jury may simply become confused by the bad character evidence, deflecting 
their attention from the case at bar.  
 
The prosecution did not have any admissible evidence proving that the deceased did 
not consent to the rough sex he was participating in with Tanya at the time of his 
heart attack. Based on this, I do not think Tanya would be prosecuted for the death of 
her sexual partner, let alone face a conviction for his death.    
 
If there are any other television shows you’d like me to ruin for you, please let me 
know. 
 
 
 
 
 


